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The universality of the small scale motions within the turbulent/non-turbulent interface (TNTI) layer [3, 1], that exists at
the edges of free shear flows, and boundary layers, and that separates the turbulent from the irrotational (or non-turbulent
- NT) flow regions, is demonstrated by direct numerical simulations (DNS) of jets (JET), wakes (WAKE) and shear free
turbulence (SFT). The DNSs use a very accurate pseudo-spectral methods solver and attain Reynolds numbers of the order
of Reλ ≈ 400, while keeping with extremely fine grids to allow the study of the TNTI layer.
Recently, it has been established that the TNTI layes contains two sublayers within itself: a viscous superlayer (VSL)
where viscous effects dominate, and a turbulent sublayer (TSL) where inertial effects dominate, and that the thickness
of these two sublayers (as well as the total TNTI layer) scales with the Kolmogorov micro-scale, for sufficiently high
Reynolds numbers [2].
In the present work we go one point further and show that the small scale quantities governing the dynamics of the TNTI
layer such as the enstrophy and its governing terms, display statistical universality, when normalised with the local mean
Kolmogorov length, time and velocity scales. This is illustrated in, among other things, the conditional mean profiles
computed as function of the distance from the irrotational boundary (IB) which is an outer surface delimit ting the TNTI
layer (in the NT side of the flow). The conditional mean profiles are carried out in a local coordinate system positioned at
the IB (at the edge of the the TNTI layer), and the averaging is computed as function of the distance from the IB. Figure
1 (a) shows the conditional mean enstrophy for the three DNS used here. The distance to the IB, yI is normalised by
the Kolmogorov micro-scale from the turbulent core region of the flow. The IB is at yI = 0 while the irrotational (or
non-turbulent) and the turbulent regions correspond to yI < 0 and yI > 0 respectively. The enstrphy is zero in the NT
region and roughly constant in the T core region. Bridging the two regions we observe a sharp jump with a thickness close
to ∼ 10η, followed by a smooth rise associated with large scale inhomogeneities from the particular flow configuration.
However, if the conditional mean is normalised by the (mean) local Kolmogorov micro-scale we see that the conditional
mean profiles collapse for the three flow configurations studied here, as shown in figure 1 (b). Similar observations are
made for other quantities and statistics.
In the present work we show how a new normalisation, based on the Kolmogorov time and length scales allows the
emergence of universal statistics for the small scale quantities of the flow at particular and meaninful locations inside the
VSL and TSL regions of the TNTI layer, thus attesting that the small scale motions within the TNTI layer are universal
and independent from the particular flow configuration analysed.
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Figure 1. Conditional mean profiles of enstrophy (normalised by the Kolmogorov velocity uη , and lenght scale η), in relation to the
distance from the irrotational boundary (IB) at the edge of the TNTI layer, yI , for planar jet (JET), planar wake (WAKE), and shear
free turbulence (SFT), normalised by the Kolmogorov micro-scale η: (a) Using a constant Kolmogorov micro-scale ηT taken from the
turbulent core region; (b) using a (conditional) mean local Kolmogorov micro-scale 〈η〉I .
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